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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
Most industrial arts educators recognize the development of
creativity as an important responsibility of the school.

They believe

that the tools, materials, and problem-solving opportunities inherent
in a laboratory environment might provide an excellent setting in
which to enhance creativity.

But until the research necessary to

determine the feasibility of developing a teaching program that will
help the student to develop his creative abilities is fully researched,
the term ’’creativity” will largely be only a catch phrase used by
educators.

STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
The problem to be investigated in his study was to compare the
development of creativity, measured by the Minnesota Test of Creative
Thinking, figural portion, in two polarily different instructional
methods found in junior high industrial arts programs presently being
used in Montana.

PURPOSE OF THE STUDY
The investigator^ purpose in writing this paper was to discover
by use of the Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking if there is any
difference in the amount of creativity developed in junior high
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industrial arts students by the use of different instructional methods.
Assuming that there is a difference the investigator hoped to more
clearly define this difference, point out the instructional method
which developed more creativity, and perhaps influence in some small
way the teaching of industrial arts.

SIGNIFICANCE OF THE STUDY
Industry is asking more than ever before that the schools turn
out students who are able to think creatively.

This need becomes more

and more evident as our society becomes more complex.

Most educators

recognize that the encouragement of creativity is one of the important
functions of the schools.

It is further felt by the investigator

that industrial arts, because of its curriculum content and design,
is one of the subjects in the junior high school that should be able
to develop creativity more than other subjects.

However, this can

only be done in a setting that allows the student to develop his own
creative abilities.

Consequently, the significance of this study is

to find out if the students’ creative development is held back by
some teaching methods and/or furthered by others.

DESIGN OF THE STUDY
The study was set up using two ninth grade industrial arts classes
in the same school, each of which was taught by a difference instructor.
These instructors, in the estimations of the investigator, used the
two polar instructional methods.
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SELECTION OF INSTRUCTORS
The first step in setting up the study was to locate two
instructors—-one using the **cookbook" instructional method and the
other the "inventive” method.

It was also preferred that the two

instructors teach in the same industrial arts area or areas such as
woodworking, metalworking, crafts or a combination of any of these,
at the same grade level, and preferably in the same school.

This would

then better assure that all students would have the same previous
course background.

The number of students should be approximately

the same for each instructor so that the over-all classroom situations
would be as similar as possible.
The instructors were chosen on the basis of a series of personal
interviews by the investigator.

During these interviews information

was gathered on how each conducted his class.
Both instructors taught one-half year in woodworking and one-half
year in sheet and cold metalwork.

The instructors were in the same

school and had an equal number of students in their classes.

One had

been teaching for over twenty-five years and the other for approximately
two years.
The instructor with the greater experience required the students
to make projects that were exactly like or very closely related to
projects that the instructor had plans for, or plans that were taken
directly from a book or magazine.

The students were encouraged to

follow the plans exactly as they were with little variation.

The

grades for the students were largely determined from the skills that
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were developed in completing the project.

From viewing the projects

it was very evident that the students had acquired much skill in the
use of tools but little skill in the development of new and interesting
items.

The investigator felt that this method was of the ’'cookbook”

variety.
The other instructor required the students to make projects but
he did not encourage their use of previously prepared plans although
some of the students were using them.

However, the majority of the

students had attempted to develop their own plan with some help
from the instructor.

The projects were graded on the combination of

design and workmanship.

It was quite noticeable that projects did

not measure up to the quality of workmanship as those of the previous
instructor but they did show a slight but significant improvement along
the line of unusualness and uniqueness.

The investigator felt that

this method of instruction was tending toward the "inventive” variety.

SELECTION OF THE SAMPLE
To the combined population (49) of the two instructors* classes
the investigator administered the Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking,
figural form to all boys.
in the same day.

This was done during two consecutive periods

The test was administered to both groups with great

care in following the testing procedure explained in the test manual
to insure consistent test results.

The test was administered toward

the end of the school year for the purpose of insuring that each student
be fully indoctrinated to his instructor's methods.

This was done
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to insure that any difference in creativity in the two groups could
be attributed to the exposure of that instructor.
After the test was administered the investigator gathered
additional information from the students* cumulative record folder
on such items as Intelligence Quotient scores, grades previously
received, and classes previously taken.

All students whose Intelligence

Quotient score varied more than one standard deviation

(15 Intelligence

Quotient points) from the mean were eliminated from the study.

Also,

all boys whose class grades varied significantly from the norm were
dropped along with those who had taken a number of classes which varied
from the group background.

The investigator eliminated these individuals

in order that the study would contain as homogeneous groups as possible.
Thus the remaining sample in each group contained twenty boys.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking was developed over a
period of nine years but has been in use a relatively short time.
Therefore, the material on reliability and validity was not as complete
as might be desired.

Experience in the clinical use of these tests

has been quite limited and, according to Torrance, any widespread
clinical use of them should be delayed until more extensive experience
has been accumulated,

Torrance feels that at the tests* present state

of development it is satisfactory as a research tool in experimental
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situations dealing with teaching procedures.^

Information as to

reliability and validity is given in Chapter II.
Because of the difficulty of finding industrial arts programs
in Montana in which all three methods of instruction, the imitative
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or ’’cookbook” method, the adaptive method, and the inventive method,
are being used, the investigator limited the study to the two polar
types of instruction.

These two methods represent commonly used types

of instruction in Montana industrial arts programs.

In choosing the

instructors using the two polar instructional methods the use of a
panel of industrial arts experts may have been used instead of relying
only on the judgement of the investigator.

DEFINITION OF TERMS
All instruction in industrial arts classes is similar to one of
these three types of methods, as described by Brown, Lewis and HarcleroadP

Imitative, or ’’cookbook'', construction activity
stands at the bottom of the scale, A boy builds a learning
aid by doing as he is told or according to some existing
plan. Practically the only "problem” involved is that of

■^•Torrance, Paul E,, Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking. NormsTechnical Manual, Research Edition, Personnel Press, Inc., Princeton, New
Jersey, 1966, 2 pp.
^Brown, J, W., Lewis, R. B,, and Harcleroad, F, F,, A-V Instruction
Materials and Methods. 2nd Edition, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New York, N, Y.,
1964, 298-302 pp.
3Ibid.
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reading and interpreting the meaning of directions, although
certain steps may require considerable skill and judgement.
At the adaptive level,
individual judgment and
ingenuity gain added significance,,.The student who constructs
an accurate scale model of an ocean liner (without an already
completed model or detailed set of plans to follow) will be
required to engage in various research and planning activities
to determine life-size measurements and to convert them to
proper size. It shows results reflective of his personal
research, judgement and skill.
At the inventive level of construction.,.original
thinking of a problem-solving type is stressed...Although
clues for solutions to problems may be found to exist (as in
already created devices, instruments, or processes), the
student in this case is not familiar with them. Thus he is
required to Mcreate" them in his efforts to solve a
particular instructional or learning problem.
A definition of creativity and its relationship to industrial arts
has been developed by Moss and Bjorkquist.
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When a student organizes his past experience in such
a manner as to reach an unusual and useful solution as to a
perceived problem, he has formulated a creative idea. When
the idea is expressed in an observable, overt form, he has
developed a creative product. A student*s creative ability
is evidenced by (a) the relative degree of unusualness and
usefulness of his products, and (b) the total number of his
creative products.

^Moss, Jerome Jr., and Bjorkquist, David C, "What is Creativity
in Industrial Arts?" Journal of Industrial Arts Education. 24:24-2?,
January-February, 19^5.

CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
Although there has been a great deal of research conducted on
the development of creativity in the schools today, the investigator
has limited the review of literature to the area of industrial arts.
The design of the study is unique in that, to the investigator’s knowl
edge, there has not been any similar study done in Montana in the
development of creativity through different instructional methods in
industrial arts.

IMPORTANCE OF CREATIVITY IN INDUSTRIAL ARTS
Of all the subjects that a student takes during his junior and
senior high school years, industrial arts should have more to offer
him along the lines of creativity than ary other.^

The investigator

agrees with this because this is one of the few courses where the
student has the opportunity to develop both his mind and his
manipulative skills.
Since 1930 industry has recognized the importance of developing
a creativity program for its employees.

The first such programs were

^Brown, J. W., Lewis, R. B., and Harcleroad, F, F, A-V Instruction
Materials and Methods. 2nd Edition, McGraw-Hill, Inc., New York, N, Y,,
1964, 298-302 pp.
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developed by Alex Osborn when he initiated the brainstorming
techniques,^
The fact that industry has become widely involved in this phase
of education leads to certain conclusions?

(l)

there is a need for

creative-minded persons in various fields?

(2)

creative thinking and

creative problem-solving can be taught when a deliberate effort is
made to do so?

and (3)

the schools have not been doing the job

adequately by traditional methods,'7

Yet, the growth of each individual's

creative abilities should be of the utmost importance to both education
and industry.

During recent years private companies have supported

a foundation to help make creative techniques a regular practice in
o

formal education.
The position of industrial arts programs in developing creative
instructional methods has not progressed as rapidly as our society
warrants.

The instructor in most of our shops spends far too little

time in helping each student develop his creativeness simply because
he spends too much time demanding manipulative perfection beyond the
student's abilities.

There is no excuse for not helping the student

^Seitz, James E,, "An Analysis of Periodicals for Problem-Solving
and Creativity in Industrial Arts Education" Journal of Industrial
Teacher Education. 3*^1? Spring 1966,

7

Seitz, James E,, "Creativity in Industrial Arts" Journal of
Industrial Arts Education. 25:50? January-February 1966,
^Creative Education Foundation, Rand Building, Buffalo, New York.
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develop creativity, for research studies indicate the creative output
of the individual can be nearly doubled by developing the proper
classroom atmosphere.^
If the student’s potential is to be developed as fully as possible,
he must be presented with something besides the stereotyped procedures
which tend to dominate the industrial arts curriculum today.

What seems

to be needed is a change in instructional method so that creative
abilities can be nurtured without adversely affecting the important
subject-matter learning.

The results of research in the field, as

reported by Rowlett, are generally in agreement that this can be done.^
The need for nurturing and developing the creative talents of
all youth becomes increasingly evident with the growth in number and
complexity of our social, economical, and technical problems.

Most

industrial arts educators recognize that the encouragement of creativity
is an important responsibility of the school, and believe that the
tools, materials, and problem-solving opportunities inherent in a
laboratory environment provide an excellent setting in which to enhance
creative abilities.
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^Parnes, Sidney J., and Harding, Harold F. A Source Book for
Creative Thinking. Charles Scribner’s Sons, New York, N. Y., 1962,
178 pp.
^Rowlett, John D. ’’What Research Has to Say for Industrial
Education: Improving Teaching," Journal of Industrial Teacher Education.
1:20-24; Autumn 1964.
UMOSS, Jerome Jr., and Bjorkquist, David C,
"What is Creativity
in Industrial Arts?" Journal of Industrial Arts Education. 24:24-27;
January-February, 1965.
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Based on repeated research findings, several generalizations can
be safely drawn,

A deliberate and persistent application of creative

thinking techniques in the industrial arts classroom can lead to:
(1)

measurable improvement of the student’s self-confidence, initiative,

and other qualities of leadership; (2)

a nearly two-fold improvement

in imaginative power (the ability to think up good ideas, i.e., unique
and useful ideas, in a limited time); (3)

equal gains by students of

low and high initial creative ability, and equal gains by the young
and the old; (4)

individual improvements which carry over positively

into other studies and later work; and (5)
to think creatively, alone or with a group.

improvement of abilities
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The teacher of industrial arts stands in an enviable position.
He has within his reach not only the necessary ingredients for stirring
creative imagination, but also the tools, the equipment, and the
facilities for the students to put their ideas to a practical use.
Although industrial arts has traditionally been a dumping ground for
students with average to low intelligence quotients, this can no longer
be an excuse not to teach creativity.

To hold to that attitude is to

neglect the creative potential of such students.
The building of a project has become one of the traditional ways
of teaching in industrial arts.
omnipotent.^

The project in many shops has become

When this occurs the students and instructors find

Seitz, James E, "Creative Problem Solving." School Shop. 26:66;
March, 196?.
^Brown, Walter C. "The Sacred Cows of Industrial Arts."
School Shop, 24:19; November, 1964.
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themselves busily engaged in construction activities with little time
for other learning activities.

Consequently, this is a factory type

situation where the student does veiy little thinking on his own;
it is the purpose of this investigator to see if there is one method
in use that helps to eliminate this non-thinking situation.

Although

the student project is an excellent teaching device there should be
a different emphasis placed upon it.

The project needs reorienting

where it becomes the means rather than the end sought.
When developing a program of creative teaching in industrial
arts the instructor must realize that the number of projects completed
try the student will decrease simply because the student will be spending
more time thinking and designing his individual project.

Design is

probably the most important area in industrial arts that will benefit
from a creative teaching program.

Design is also the area in which

the student will derive the most benefit because he first has to
conceive of an idea and then has to develop a systematic procedure to
see the project through to its completion,

UNIVERSALITY OF CREATIVITY
According to the studies of Parnes and Harding almost everyone
has some creative ability.
person.

The studies also identify the highly creative

In general, he is a bit introverted, is interested in doing

different things, but is not necessarily the most intelligent of a
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particular group,^

It was of interest to the investigator to find

out if there was one method of instruction in industrial arts which
did the most to develop the latent creativity which exists in all
students,

Osburn also indicated that all people possess creative

talent to a lesser or greater degree.
talent could be developed.

He also pointed out that this

15

Research by Torrance has shown pupils of highly creative teachers
producing more creative products than those of less creative teachers.
The teacher is the most influential part of the classroom environment.
The teacher’s personality, to a great extent, determines the amount
of individual creativity developed in each of his students,^

METHODS OF EVALUATING CREATIVITY
In a study by Torrance it was revealed that the most frequently
named non-test ways of identifying creative talent were curiosity,

1?
inquisitiveness, investigativeness, and penetrating questioning.
These, of course, must be rated subjectively by the teacher and there¬
fore individual bias strongly affects the results.

Typically then.
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Parnes and Harding, op, cit.. 173 PP.
Alex, F., Applied Imagination. Principles and Procedures
of Creative Problem-Solving, 3rd Edition, Charles Scribner's Sons,
New York, New York,, 1963, 15 PP.
•^Osborn,

l^Torrance, Paul E., Guiding Creative Talent. Prentice-Ha11, Inc.,
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey, 1962, 71 PP.
■^Torrance, P, E., Creativity. No. 28, AERA-DCT Research Pamphlet
Series, Washington, D. C., Department of Classroom Teachers, American
Educational Research Association of the National Educational Association,
1963. 11-12 pp.
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teachers' ratings yield only crude measures unless they are preceeded
by very careful training and then they require extended observation
periods before reliable measures can be acquired.

Consequently, these

difficulties limit their widespread use.
Performance tests are also impractical for the same reasons.
Therefore, as in the case of intelligence (I.Q.), researchers in cre¬
ativity have devoted their major efforts to the development of pencil
and paper tests.

These have the potential for securing reliable

measures with relative ease of administration and scoring, and they
may be standardized on large populations.

However, due to their

recent development there is not a large body of knowledge gathered
as yet on their validity and reliability.

The Minnesota Test of

Creative Thinking, however, has received sufficiently high scores on
validity and reliability to warrant its use in the experimental situa¬
tion of this investigation.
MINNESOTA TESTS OF CREATIVE THINKING
Virtually all paper and pencil instruments which are currently
employed for measuring creative abilities are academically oriented,
and the degree to which these instruments actually measure creativity
as is expressed in the industrial arts classroom has never been
•I Q

ascertained. °

The Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking can be

•^Duenk, Lester G,, "A Study of the Concurrent Validity of the
Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking for Eighth Grade Industrial Arts
Students.” Journal of Industrial Teacher Education. 3*30-’35» 1966,
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administered to groups from kindergarten to graduate school and has
been evaluated in relationship to industrial arts by Duenk
Moss.
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197

and

These studies show that as the test is not academically

oriented it is suitable for use in evaluating the development of
creativity in the industrial arts classroom.
The Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking is the result of nine
years of intensive study by Torrance and his colleagues at the University
of Minnesota.

Four batteries of test activities, two verbal and two

figural, were created and assembled.

The investigator, after reviewing

studies by Moss^ and Duenk^, decided to use only the figural portions
of the tests.
The figural portion of the tests is composed of the following
as described by Torrance:^
The Figural Tests include three activities with an
over-all administration time of 30 minutes. In designing them,
the author made a deliberate effort to obtain a maximum of
information from a minimum of testing time. The first task,
Picture Construction, is designed to stimulate originality
and elaboration. The two succeeding tasks, Incomplete Figures

^■9 ibid.
^Moss, Jerome Jr,, Measuring Creative Abilities in Junior High
School Industrial Arts. American Council on Industrial Arts Teacher
Education, 1966, 48 pp.
21

Ibid.

22

Duenk, op. cit,

2

3Torrance, Paul E,, Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking. Norms
Technical Manual, Research Edition, Personnel Press, Inc,, Princeton,
New Jersey, 1966, 3 PP.
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and Repeated Figures, increasingly elicit greater variability
in fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration. There
is not enough time to complete all of the possible units and
make them highly elaborate or original. Thus, response
tendencies and preferences emerge as a result of time pressure.

Each test in the figural portion of the Minnesota Tests of Creative
Thinking is scored for fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration.
Fluency is interpreted as an index of ability to produce a large number
of ideas; it is scored by counting the total number of different
relevant responses to a given task.

Flexibility is the ability to

produce a variety of ideas or approaches; it is scored by counting the
number of different categories into which the total number of responses
to a task may be classified.

Originality is the ability to produce

novel, statistically infrequent ideas which are adaptive to reality;
it is scored by crediting each response with a variable score dependent
upon the relative frequency with which the response has been made by
a comparable norm group.

Elaboration is the ability of integration

and exposition of detail; it is scored try giving credit to the number
of pertinent ideas which have been added to a primary response,

RELIABILITY OF SCORING
Information in the technical test manual indicates that previous
experience with the battery has shown that inter-scorer-agreement
on all factors in all tests may be expected to have a correlation
coefficient of ,90 or higher.^

24 Ibid., p. 18-19.
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RELIABILITY OF TEST
In the test manual a series of studies indicate that the testre test reliability of the total battery score has consistently shown
a coefficient of stability of .80 while the coefficient of stability
of the part scores is in the vicinity of .65 - .75.

Torrance feels

that both types of reliability are sufficiently high to warrant using
the battery in experimental situations.^
VALIDITY OF TEST
Since a person can behave creatively in an almost infinite
number of ways and since there are a large number of definitions of
creativity, it would be impossible to provide an overall coefficient
of validity for all uses of the test.
However, a test conducted by Moss gives us some insight into
the test's validity in its relationship to industrial arts.

Moss

conducted a pilot study directed toward estimating the validity of
the Minnesota Tests of Creative Thinking for measuring the creative
abilities of junior high industrial arts students.

He arrived at his

conclusions by comparing the test results to creative ratings of student
products made by industrial arts teachers.

His findings indicated

that coefficients were not sufficiently high to consider measures
from the Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking as satisfactory indications
of the overall creativity in industrial arts.

25

Ibid.. p. 20-22.

26

Ibid.t p. 23-24.

It was observed by Moss,
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however, that statistically significant relationships were found in
figural creativity (where the student expresses his creativity by
the actual construction of an object).^
It is the intent of the investigator to attempt to measure the
creative development of the student who is working with tools and
materials; consequently, the Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking,
figural portion, should serve adequately to this end.

2?MOSS,

O£.

cit.

CHAPTER III

FINDINGS
The main objective in this study was to compare the development
of creativity, measured by the Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking,
figural portion, in two polarity different instructional methods found
in junior high industrial arts programs presently being used in Montana.
The test results were evaluated and compared with the use of several
statistical methods so that a thorough evaluation of the results could
be drawn.

These methods were applied to each of the four categories

within the test.

COMPARISON PROCEDURES USED FOR EVALUATION
The following statistical measures were used in comparing group
one, using the "cookbook" method of instruction, and group two, using
the inventive method: mean, median, standard deviation, t-score and
t-test.

The mean was used to gain an approximate estimate of how the

groups compared.

However, due to the extreme scores of some individuals

the median was also calculated.

The standard deviation was calculated

to give an estimate of how the scores varied from the mean.

The

t-score was used to compare each group with national norms and the
t-test used rather than other statistical methods because of the small
samples that were used in the study.

Formulas and scores can be seen

in Appendix A, B, and C, pages 28, 29, and 30.
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FINDINGS AND IMPLICATIONS
The scores of the Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking are separated
into four areas: fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration.

The

findings and their implications will be discussed separately in each area.

FLUENCY
Fluency is simply the number of responses minus the number of
duplications and irrelevant responses.

Consequently, this measure is

not an accurate indicator of creativity but it is necessary to have
this score to relate to the other areas.

An individual of little

creativity can possibly achieve a high score, or complete more pictures,
than one with much creative ability.

However, the other scores,
pO

especially elaboration, will be much lower.
As can be seen in Table I, page 21, the arithemetic mean as well
as the median of both groups are very nearly the same.

The standard

deviation of group one is nearly one full raw score point over group
two.

However, this is due to the fact that, in group one, one individual

scored well above the rest of the group which increased the standard
deviation.

The t-scores, based on the table given in the Norms-Technical

Test Manual,29 were the same for each group.

The t-test of the two

28'i«orrance, Paul E,, Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking, NormsTechnical Manual, Research Edition, Personnel Press, Inc., Princeton,
New Jersey, 1966, ?4 pp,
29

Ibid.. p. 71
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groups yielded the score of .289 which is well below the 5 per cent
probability level (this score could be achieved by chance five trials
out of a hundred) as compared on Student's level of significance graph,^
See Appendix D, page 31.
In reviewing the data in Table I it can easily be seen that there
was no significant difference between the two groups in the area of
fluency.

TABLE I.

STATISTICAL RESULTS ON FLUENCY
Standard
Deviation

Mean

Median

Group 1

22.2

22,0

6.80

48

Group 2

22.0

22.5

5.98

48

T-Score

T-Test
.289

FLEXIBILITY
The flexibility score is obtained by counting the number of
different categories into which a subject's responses can be classified,
A list of categories was given in Torrance’s Directions Manual and
Scoring Guide31 to which the scorer referred for categorizing the
responses.

This score represents a person's ability to produce a

variety of kinds of ideas, to shift from one approach to another, or
to use a variety of strategies.

30

Moroney, M. J,f Facts From Figures. Penguin Books, Baltimore,
Maryland, 1962, 230 pp,
31

Torrance, Paul E,, Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking.
Directions Manual and Scoring Guide, Figural Test, Research Edition,
Personnel Press, Inc,, Princeton, New Jersey, 1966, 17-19 pp.
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§y noting the information in Table II, it is evident that group
two, or the group having the inventive instructional method, scored
higher in all areas.

The t-test result of 1,86 shows that this is

very near the 5 per cent probability level that would indicate a
significant difference.

However, it does not completely meet this

criterion.

TABLE II.

Group 1
Group 2

STATISTICAL RESULTS ON FLEXIBILITY

Mean
15.8

Median

16.6

16.5

16.0

Standard
Deviation
4.12
4,60

T-Score

T-Test

49
51

1.86

ORIGINALITY
This score represents the subject's ability to produce ideas
that are away from the obvious, commonplace, or established.

The making

of original responses requires the ability to delay immediate gratification
or reduction of tension in order to get away from the obvious, easy, but
low quality response.
Scoring of originality is accomplished through the use of scales
furnished in the test booklet which rates all responses on a number
scale.

This classifies all responses into levels of originality.
Review of Table III, page 23, will show that all scores for

group two are higher than those of group one who received the "cookbook'’
instructional method.

At first glance one might assume that there is

a definite difference in the two groups; however, the t-test does not
bear this out.

This is due to the extreme scores recorded in both
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groups.

The t-test score of 1,28 falls well below the 5 per cent

probability level.

TABLE III.

STATISTICAL RESULTS ON ORIGINALITY

Mean

Median

Standard
Deviation

T-Score

Group 1

23.5

22.0

8.72

50

Group 2

29.9

28.5

7.98

56

T-Test
1.28

ELABORATION
This score reflects the subject*s ability to develop, embroider,
embellish, carry out, or otherwise elaborate ideas.

High scores seem

to be associated with keenness or sensitivity in observation.^
In scoring elaboration, credit is given for each pertinent detail
(idea) added to the original stimulus figure itself, to its boundaries
and/or to the surrounding space.

However, the basic response itself

must be meaningful before elaboration has any worth, or can be scored.
Stucty of Table IV reveals no significant difference between
groups one and two.

Ihis is further borne out by the t-test score

of .2?2 which is far below the 5 per cent probability level.

TABLE IV.

Group 1
Group 2

Mean
55.5
S'*.7

STATISTICAL RESULTS ON ELABORATION

Median
52.5
57.0

Standard
Deviation
22.4

T-Score
48

17.'*'+

4?

^Torrance, Norms-Technical Manual, op. cit.. 75 PP.

T-Test
.272

CHAPTER IV

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

SUMMARY
In general, this study investigated the relationship between
instructional methods and the development of creativity in the industrial
arts classroom.

The investigator compared the development of creativity,

measured by the Minnesota Test of Creative Thinking, figural portion,
in two polarily different instructional methods in industrial arts,
(l) the imitative or "cookbook” method and (2) the inventive method.
The study was set up using two ninth grade industrial arts classes
in one school with each class being taught by a different instructor.
Previous to selecting the classes, personal interviews were conducted
with various ninth grade industrial arts instructors, all of whom were
working in a similar area.

From this interview two instructors were

selected, one whose instructional methods were defined by the investigator
as imitative or "cookbook", and the other using a method defined as
"inventive".
Near the close of the school term the Minnesota Test of Creative
Thinking was given to each class.

Out of the total sample those boys

who varied from the norm in area of intelligence, previous subject
matter, and achievement were eliminated from the study.

Information on

these areas was gathered from school accumulative records.
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After each group was leveled the information was evaluated and
any notable difference in the two groups was assumed to reflect the
difference in instructional methods.

SUMMARY OF FINDINGS
In reviewing all four categories of the Minnesota Test of Creative
Thinking, fluency, flexibility, originality, and elaboration, in
relationship to the statistical evaluational methods used, the investi¬
gator must conclude that conclusive evidence was not found which would
indicate that one of the two polarily different instructional methods
in industrial arts develops a greater degree of creativity in the
student.

However, there appears to be enough variation in the areas

of flexibility and originality to suggest that creativity might be
developed to a somewhat greater degree through the use of the inventive
instructional method.

This difference does not meet the five per cent

probability level which would make it significant but the investigator
feels that more thorough research might indicate that the inventive
instructional method does develop creative abilities to a greater
degree than the "cookbook" method.

CONCLUSIONS
The investigator feels that no evidence was found that significantly
indicated that one of the two instructional methods developed more
creativity in the student as measured by the Minnesota Test of Creative
Thinking, figural portion.

There was an indication, however, that the
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inventive method of instruction did develop slightly more creativity
in the student than did the "cookbook" method.
This study did not validate nor invalidate the fact that one
instructional method would develop more creativity in the student than
another.
RECOMMENDATIONS
The conclusions of this study seem to indicate that this is an
area which deserves more research.

In such continued research the

investigator feels that more measurements of creativity should be used
so that a more thorough picture of creativity could be accumulated.
It is also felt that the selection of instructors using the different
instructional methods could better be done by a panel of qualified
industrial arts {personnel.

Research in the field should be continued

for this is an area which has the possibility of enriching the lives
of many.
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APPENDIX A
Mean Formula

X = sx
n
Standard Deviation Formula

so = sivSHg ~ SM)n

'

n

^

T-Test Formula
(Group I)

s2 =

2
**2 _ Ux)
N-

(Group II)

+

^x2 -

Ni + N2 -

X1

x

2

-

\/s rg
2

n

%
2
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APPENDIX B
Group I Pupil Scores in Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, and
Elaboration and Statistical Evaluation of Each.
Pupil
A-l
B-l
C-l
D-l
E-l
F-l
G-l
H-l
1-1
J-l
K-l
L-l
M-l
N-l
0-1
P-1
Q-l
R-l
S-l
T-l
Mean
Median
S.D.
T-Score
T-Test

Fluency
17
26
20
28

26
22
24

16
12
20
22
28
13
23
17
22
41
19
31
12
22.2
22.0
6.84
48
.289

Flexibility
15
22
12
18
21
18
16
13
10
13
12
19
10
20
11

Originality

Elaboration

25
17
17
12

27
10
13
10
13
26
22
21
21

76
97
30
76
57
27
24
81
48
39
29
66
39
31
29
76
74
78
85
45

15.8
16.0
4.12
49
1.86

25.3
22.0
8.72
50
1.28

55.5
52.5
22.4
48
.272
2?2

16

29
30
24
49
32
18
30
21
22
24

16
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APPENDIX C
Group II Pupil Scores in Fluency, Flexibility, Originality, and
Elaboration and Statistical Evaluation of Each.
Pupil
A-2
B-2
C-2
D-2
E-2
F-2
G-2
H-2
1-2
J-2
K-2
L-2
M-2
N-2
0-2
P-2
Q-2
R-2
S-2
T-2
Mean
Median
S.D.
T-Score
T-Test

Fluency

Flexibility

Originality

Elaboration

30
25
18
18
3T
24
25
25
14
14
15
18
28
12
32
10
17
21
26
12

20
15
15
14
24
18
3Q
23
12
14
14
13
23
19
24
17
10
18
11
19

51
34
20
20
61
27
10
38
39
23
16
15
31
12
25
15
12
30
17
32

62
28
76
60
80
56
64
32
63
93
39
31
41
31
34
21
50
69
52
58

22.0
22.5
5.98
48
.289

16,6
16.5
4.60
51
1.86

29.9
28.5
7.98
56
1.28

54.7
57.0
17.4
47
2?2
.272
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APPENDIX D

t Test Value

Graph of Student's t for 5$ Significance Level

Degrees of Freedom
Degrees of Freedom = N-^ + N2 - 2
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